
 

Comprehensive   list   of   podcasts   to   be   heard  

Name  Description  Host  Link  

Coronavirus:   Fact   vs  
Fiction  

CNN   Chief   Medical   Correspondent  
Dr.   Sanjay   Gupta   for   the   latest   news  
about   the   coronavirus.   He'll   make  
sense   of   the  
headlines,   speak   with   the   experts  
and   give   you   all   the   information   you  
need   to   stay   safe   and   healthy.  Dr.   Sanjay   Gupta  

https://www.iheart.com/podcast/5-c 
oronavirus-fact-vs-fiction-5867462 
4/  

Jay   shetty  

Jay   Shetty   is   an   Indian   British  
Internet   personality,   and   motivational  
speaker.[1][2]   He   has   appeared   on  
The   Ellen   DeGeneres   Show[3]   and  
The   Today   Show   https://jayshetty.me/podcast/  

Stitcher  

Stitcher   is   an   on-demand   Internet  
radio   service   that   focuses   on   news  
and   information   radio   and   podcasts.  
It   provides   free   online   streaming  
through   the   website   and   via   native  
mobile   applications   such   as   the  
Android,   BlackBerry,   iPhone,   and  
Palm   webOS.   It   has   been   described  
as   "the   most   popular   alternative   to  
the   default   Apple   podcast   app"   as   of  
2016   https://www.stitcher.com/  

Jacob   Morgan  

Jacob   Morgan   is   a   4x   best-selling  
author,   TED   and   keynote   speaker,  
futurist,   and   creator   of  
FutureofWorkUniversity.com.   He  
believes   in   creating   organizations  
where   we   all   WANT   to   show   up   to  
work,   not   where   we   NEED   to   show  
up   to   work.  Jacob   Morgan  https://thefutureorganization.com/  

Gaur   Gopal   Das  

Gaur   Gopal   Das   is   a   former   Hewlett  
Packard   engineer   turned   Indian  
lifestyle   coach   and   motivational  
speaker   who   is   part   of   the  
International   Society   for   Krishna  
Consciousness  Gaur   Gopal   Das  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/ 
UCz22l7kbce-uFJAoaZqxD1A  
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Sadhguru  

Jaggi   Vasudev[2]   (born   3   September  
1957),   generally   referred   to   as  
Sadhguru,[2][a]   is   an   Indian   yogi[6]  
and   author.In   1992,   Vasudev  
established   Isha   Foundation,   which  
has   been   involved   in   various  
activities   in   the   field   of   spirituality,  
education,   and   environment.   The  
organisation   has   been   subject   to  
mixed   reception.  Sadhguru  

https://www.youtube.com/user/sad 
hguru  

Gary   Vaynerchuk  

Gary   Vaynerchuk   (born   Gennady  
Vaynerchuk   November   14,   1975   is   a  
Belarusian-American   entrepreneur,  
author,   speaker,   and   Internet  
personality.First   known   as   a   wine  
critic   who   expanded   his   family's   wine  
business,[Vaynerchuk   is   best   known  
for   his   work   in   digital   marketing   and  
social   media   as   the   chairman   of   New  
York-based   communications  
company,   VaynerX,and   as   CEO   of  
VaynerX   subsidiary,   VaynerMedia.  Gary   Vaynerchuk  https://www.garyvaynerchuk.com/  

Ranveer   Allahbadia  

Ranveer   Allahbadia   aka   BeerBiceps  
brings   you   #TheRanveerShow.  
Every   episode   has   been   designed   to  
bring   you   some   kind   of   value   add.  
Life   is   a   never   ending   self  
improvement   game   -   whether   it's  
health,   career   guidance,   lifestyle  
advice   or   just   plain   old   inspiration...  
Each   episode   will   charge   you   up   in  
some   way.   We   deep   dive   into   some  
of   the   world's   most   intelligent,   most  
successful   minds   in   order   to   mine  
out   the   diamonds   they've   created  
over   the   course   of   their   lives.  
Bollywood   stars,   athletes,  
entrepreneurs   and   all   kinds   of  
motivational   human   beings   -  
featured   on   India's   smartest   podcast.  Ranveer   Allahbadia  

https://the-ranveer-show.simplecas 
t.com/  
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covid19@workamp.co    and   we   shall   rectify   the   same.   The   objective   is   to   spread   awareness   in   regards   to   the   current   pandemic   that  
we   all   are   facing.   
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